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Agenda

• How tracking occurs

• Who is tracking you

• What information is collected and correlated

• Consequences of tracking

• Countermeasures



Themes

• Tracking is pervasive

• Difficult to minimize tracking

• Huge ecosystem exists to support

• Automated end to end

• Unlike cybercrime tracking is not illegal and 
little regulated



Typical Tracking Techniques

• Gmail scans contents of emails, integrates with email account, contact 
list, and Internet address, use of google for travel planning, including 
search terms, companions, frequent flyer status

• Shopping sites track items viewed and purchased
• Facebook records use of “like” button
• Google map records addresses entered
• Cellphone provider tracks movements
• Police license plate scanner records location
• Stores and store aisles visited tracked through WiFi signal
• Store cameras capture image
• Credit card companies can share all purchases
• Store reward program track all purchases to an individual
• This data integrated with social networking sites e.g., Facebook, Linkedin



Terminology

• Cookie: a small file that is placed on you 
computers when you visit a site using a web 
browser

• Third party cookie: a cookie that is placed on 
your browser by a site (e.g., tracking 
network) other than the one your are visiting

• Web beacon, web bug, flash cookie: another 
technology to track behavior by a third party



What is Digital Privacy

• Ability to:
– Know and control what 

information is being 
tracked

– Opt out of tracking
– Right of redress to correct 

errors and misinformation
– Selectively choose when to 

share information
– Understand and manage 

privacy settings
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Zuckerberg Videos



Social Network Business Plans 

• Business plan of virtually every social 
networking site is based upon consumers 
giving up varying degrees of privacy in 
exchange for services offered



http://money.cnn.com/2013/12/18/pf/data-broker-lists/



Current State of Affairs 1/2

• Privacy laws in the US are non-existent 
compared to Western Europe

• You are responsible for protecting your digital 
privacy

• An entire ecosystem exists to collect, 
correlate, and sell your personal information

• As has been widely reported, companies use 
social media to screen employees, misdeeds 
or embarrassing photos can haunt you 
forever
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Current State of Affairs 2/2

• Companies can and do change their privacy 
policies to maximize profit

• Data posted on-line can be used for 
unexpected purposes

• Hackers and organized crime target sites 
housing personal data such as social media 
sites, credit card data,  and tracking networks



How Tracking Occurs

• Internet users leave digital footprints 
with virtually every action
– Visiting Internet sites
– Browsing articles
– Shopping
– Using social networks

• Companies collect and correlate these 
digital footprints

• Collection, integration, correlation, 
and use of digital data is automated 
end to end



Browse to Internet site

Site passes back cookie
that is stored in browser

ID=Dan

First Party Cookie

Browse to Internet site

ID=Dan

Third Party Cookie

Business
relationship



Tracking Across sites

• Third party cookies can track users across 
Internet

• When you surf to site A, a third party cookie 
can track your behavior when you go to 
hemorrhoids.com!

• Social networks insert cookies that link to 
your profile allowing sites to uniquely identify 
you and link your Internet behavior to your 
social profile

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2009/09/online-trackers-and-social-networks



OpenTracker (Technology Product)

• Discovered during research

• Offers tracking technology even when third 
party cookies are disabled  

• “Opentracker utilizes 1st party cookie 
technology
– Many anti-spyware applications and default 

privacy settings block 3rd party cookies

– Very difficult to block first party cookies and surf 
the Internet”

http://www.opentracker.net/article/third-party-cookies-vs-first-party-cookies



Example of IE Cookie

WT_FPC SRCHUSR

id=2723756850c1ea63522878
3886583369:lv=13904857316
34:ss=1390485564038

AUTOREDIR=0&GEOVAR=&DO
B=20140107

microsoft.com/ microsoft.com/

1024 124

1839166336 1620459392

31083634 30346222

30349379



Cookies Decoded
• Cookies are one of the most common 

ways to track Internet users

• Every time you log on to a web site 
you give away a lot of information:

– Service provider

– Operating System.

– Browser type.

– Screen resolution and amount of 
colors. (only in IE)

– CPU type.

– Your service provider's proxy 
server (if used).

– Your IP address (again, this 
changes)

– What server you were on last
17



• Hidden inside Ashley Hayes-Beaty's computer, a tiny file helps gather 
personal details about her, all to be put up for sale for a tenth of a 
penny.

• The file consists of a single code—
4c812db292272995e5416a323e79bd37—that secretly identifies her as 
a 26-year-old female in Nashville, Tenn.

• Her favorite movies include "The Princess Bride," "50 First Dates" and 
"10 Things I Hate About You." It knows she enjoys the "Sex and the 
City" series. It knows she browses entertainment news and likes to take 
quizzes.

• Ms. Hayes-Beaty is being monitored by Lotame Solutions Inc., a New 
York company that uses sophisticated software called a "beacon" to 
capture what people are typing on a computer

You’re Being Tracked

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703940904575395073512989404.html18



What can Lotame do with your Data

• Lotame packages data into profiles about 
individuals, without determining a person's 
name, and sells the profiles to companies 
seeking customers: websites—their comments 
on movies, say, or their interest in parenting and 
pregnancy. Ms. Hayes-Beaty's tastes can be sold 
wholesale (a batch of movie lovers is $1 per 
thousand) or customized (26-year-old Southern 
fans of "50 First Dates").

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703940904575395073512989404.html



Yahoo’s use of Web Beacons

• Yahoo! may collect information through web beacons 
about your web browsing activities such as the address of 
the page you are visiting, the address of the referrer page 
you previously visited, the time you are viewing the page, 
your browsing environment and your display settings. 

• We may use the information we collect through web 
beacons to improve Yahoo! products and services.
– To optimize your browsing experience
– To understand how you use and interact with Yahoo! products 

and services 
– To provide anonymous individual and/or aggregate auditing, 

research, modeling and reporting for our advertisers and other 
partners. 

http://info.yahoo.com/privacy/us/yahoo/webbeacons/

http://info.yahoo.com/privacy/us/yahoo/webbeacons/


Internet Tracking Ecosystem
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Internet users



Your Data has Value

• Advertisers and publishers are increasingly 
recognizing the value of their audience data. Site 
publishers - from newspaper sites to ecommerce 
sites - are piling on more and more tracking 
technologies to better understand their 
audiences and sell their audience data to data 
aggregators and exchanges.

• Among the top 1,000 sites measured in May and 
October, nearly 98% set cookies, and around 
85% had cookies set by a third party.

http://adage.com/article/digital/tracking-cookies-rise-
advertisers-seek-data-web-surfers/238473/
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Tracking Networks

Source: http://www.pcworld.com/article/257603 23



ComScore

The ranking only considers ad 
networks, companies that sell 
advertising on a group of 
domains primarily for third-
party owned websites.

Read 
more: http://www.businessin
sider.com/guess-who-the-
top-ad-network-was-in-
september-2012-
10#ixzz2Ji2W1iW6

Companies Selling 
On-Line Ads
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http://www.businessinsider.com/www.comscore.com
http://static6.businessinsider.com/image/50894f056bb3f73243000014-960/comscore-top-ad-networks-in-september.png
http://static6.businessinsider.com/image/50894f056bb3f73243000014-960/comscore-top-ad-networks-in-september.png
http://www.businessinsider.com/guess-who-the-top-ad-network-was-in-september-2012-10


Tracking Networks Found by Ghostery

http://www.nbcnews.com/ http://www.rakuten.com/
Shopping site
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http://www.rakuten.com/


Tracking Networks





Before Blocking



After Blocking







What Data Brokers Collect

• “…basics, like names, addresses and contact information, 
and add on demographics, like age, race, occupation and 
"education level”

• “…lists of people experiencing "life-event triggers" like 
getting married, buying a home, sending a kid to college 
— or even getting divorced.”

• “…names of expectant parents and families with 
newborns”

• “…data about your hobbies and many of the purchases 
you make.”

• “…detailed salary and paystub information for roughly 38 
percent of employed Americans”

https://www.propublica.org/article/everything-we-
know-about-what-data-brokers-know-about-you

https://www.propublica.org/article/everything-we-


https://blog.zenmate.com/how-data-brokers-track-you-and
-5-simple-steps-to-avoid-them/

https://blog.zenmate.com/how-data-brokers-track-you-and


https://blog.zenmate.com/how-data-brokers-track-you-and
-5-simple-steps-to-avoid-them/

https://blog.zenmate.com/how-data-brokers-track-you-and


60 Minutes Program on Data Brokers

• Merchants learn that selling customer data can be as 
valuable as their goods or services

• Personally identifiable profile of religion, ethnicity, 
political affiliations, user names, income, sexual 
orientation, and medical history: medications, 
alcoholism, depression, psychiatric problems, genetic 
problems, cancer, heart disease, sexually transmitted 
diseases, purchased adult material and sex toys

• Websites such as "GoodParentingToday.com" exist to 
collect information to sell

March 9, 2014
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Gadget Tracking

• Thermostats tell power companies when you get home

• E-Z pass transponders and license plate readers track your 
travel

• Smart thermostats know when you’re home or away

• Cell phones track your location

• Stores track the phone in your pocket and know each step 
you take towards the cash register

• Reward cards associate all purchases with one identity

http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/
byte-me-how-our-gadgets-track-our-every-move-n18621

http://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/


Identity Theft Cyber Harassment

Profiling Inadvertent Leakage
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Bad Things Can Happen with your 
Data



Big Data is Big News

• NY Times How Big Data Became So Big by Steve Lohr, 
August 11, 2012
– This has been the crossover year for Big Data — as a 

concept, as a term and, yes, as a marketing tool. Big Data 
has sprung from the confines of technology circles into 
the mainstream.

• McKinsey Global Institute Big data: The next frontier 
for innovation, competition, and productivity
– The increasing volume and detail of information 

captured by enterprises, the rise of multimedia, social 
media, and the Internet of Things will fuel exponential 
growth in data for the foreseeable future.
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Technology Allows Massive Volumes 
of Data to be Analyzed

• Cost of storage continues to drop

• Powerful data mining technology 
enables web data to be analyzed 
to develop complex profiles and 
interrelationships

• Money to be made drives 
innovation

• Product exists to correlate data 
from a variety of different sources



Barriers to Protecting Your Privacy

• Most casual computer users lack the skills to understand 
how they are being tracked and what to do about it

• Companies are highly motivated to monetize your data 
and can change privacy policies to do so

• Controlling your data requires a lot of work
• Can be a challenge even for skilled computer professionals
• Rapid evolution of technology constantly changes the 

game e.g.,OpenTracker
• Easy to inadvertently share  sensitive information

– Location information embedded in photos taken by GPS 
enabled smartphones

– Amazon wish lists are searchable

41



Should You Care About Your Digital 
Privacy
• Ultimately, a personal 

decision, but information 
collected provides an 
incredibly detailed portrait of 
your behavior, politics, 
lifestyle, finances, etc. 
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• Hackers steal your information to commit crimes

• Companies have inadequate controls that make your 
data vulnerable

• Data brokers create profiles using inaccurate data

• Your have to protect yourself since our privacy laws 
are weak



Opting out is like……..



My On-Line Strategy

• Email

– Segregate to reduce and manage risk

– Create two email accounts, one for use with friends and another for 
business and on-line activity

– Allows you to abandon business email when/if spam becomes 
prominent

• Opt out where reasonably easy

• Internet browsing

– Use Chrome as primary browser with privacy plug-ins

– Minimize ability to be tracked

– Use IE when plug-ins interfere with on-line usage 

• Create different 12 character passwords for financial and other sensitive 
business accounts and other less sensitive accounts

• Use anti-virus with current subscription current and Spybot, immunize 
everything



Wikihow to Reduce Your Digital 
Footprint

• 1. Delete accounts: Facebook, Instagram, 
Flickr, Twitter, Linkedin, etc

• 2. Create email accounts with no association 
to you, for accounts that cannot be 
deactivated insert bogus information

• 3. Remove your blogs, articles you have 
posted (as possible)

• 4. Get unpublished or unlisted phone number

http://www.wikihow.com/Delete-Yourself-from-the-Internet



• 5. Unsubscribe to mailing lists

• 6. Request removal from Google

• 7. Consider paying for various services to act 
on your behalf

• 8. Remove cookies, personal information, etc
from your computer

Wikihow Strategy to Reduce Your 
Digital Footprint

http://www.wikihow.com/Delete-Yourself-from-the-Internet



How to Reclaim Your Digital Privacy

• Regularly clear your cookies and your browser 
cache. AdBlock Edge blocks ads and third-party 
trackers

• Use strong privacy settings on each of your 
social networks, placing limits on who can see 
your posts. [not as easy to do as recommended]

• Use Internet security protocols, SSL and TLS, 
(browser's address line will start with https, and 
a small padlock appears)

http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology
/how-to/computer-security/7-ways-to-reclaim
-your-digital-privacy-16453529

http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology




https://aboutthedata.com/portal

“…data broker Acxiom 
recently launched 
aboutthedata.com, a site 
that allows you to review 
some of the information 
the company has 
connected to your name -
- and, potentially, edit and 
update it as well.

Can also opt out

Voluntary Effort

https://aboutthedata.com/


Other Companies to Opt-Out

• Your credit cards

• Phone/Cable/Internet

• On-line shopping sites generally do not allow 
you to opt-out



How to Find out How to Opt Out

• Privacy and oft-out policies are often buried 
deep within company websites (they don’t 
want to make it easy)

• Search as follows:

– How to opt out [company name]

– How to opt out Verizon, Comcast, Chase Bank, 
etc





Google Privacy Settings

• https://www.google.com/ads/preferences —
View and edit your profile within Google’s 
system as it relates to advertising (you can 
also opt out of interest-based ads here).

https://www.google.com/ads/preferences


Verizon Wireless Privacy Policy

• Verizon Wireless needs your permission to share your 
Customer Privacy Network Information(CPNI) within 
the Verizon family of companies to facilitate the 
offering of better service packages to you

• CPNI will not be shared with unrelated third parties

• To opt out go to to My Verizon, sign in and click the 
"Account" tab located on the top navigation bar. 
Select "Account Profile" and scroll to the "Alerts and 
Preferences" section, then click on "Manage Privacy 
settings" in the "Privacy Settings" section.





Amazon

• Login, go to Amazon Advertising Preferences

Must be done for each browser and computer



Disposable email services to use when 
an email is required by a website



Opt-Out Resource

• http://mashable.com/2013/11/12/opt-out-
data-tracking/

– Google's Shared Endorsements

– Google's Interest-Based Ads

– Facebook's Social Ads

– Twitter's Tailored Ads

– Bing, Yahoo, Google search history

http://mashable.com/2013/11/12/opt-out-data-tracking/


Has free and paid services to opt out on your behalf

Safe Shepherd



Spybot Scan
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Privacy Enhancing Plugins

• AdBlockPlus blocks banner ads, pop-up ads, rollover 
ads, stops you from visiting known malware-hosting 
domains, and disables third-party tracking cookies 
and scripts.

• Disconnect blocks third party tracking cookies,
protects you from tracking by social networks like 
Facebook, Google, and Twitter

• HTTPS Everywhere will shunt your connection to SSL 
whenever possible

• Web of Trust (WOT) shows whether a specific site has 
been known to host malware 

http://lifehacker.com/the-best-browser-extensions
-that-protect-your-privacy-479408034

http://lifehacker.com/the-best-browser-extensions


On-Line Resources

• How to review and add plug-ins for Chrome 
& IE

• http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices/

• http://www.privacychoice.org/privacyfix

• https://www.privacyrights.org/online-
information-brokers-list

http://www.networkadvertising.org/choices/
http://www.privacychoice.org/privacyfix
https://www.privacyrights.org/online-information-brokers-list


More On-Line Articles

• 8 Tools for the Online Privacy Paranoid

• How to Opt Out of Everything Online

• Everyone's Trying to Track What You Do on the Web: 
Here's How to Stop Them

• How to Muddy Your Tracks on the Internet NY Times

• 5 Ways to Stealth Yourself Online

• maravis.com/library/understanding-cookies/

• How Online Tracking Companies Know Most of What 
You Do Online (and What Social Networks Are Doing 
to Help Them)



Opt Out Electronic Resources

• Network Advertising Initiative: 
http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/
opt_out.asp

• PrivacyChoice.org: 
http://www.privacychoice.org/companies/all
– Privacy Fix: PrivacyFix supports Firefox and Google 

Chrome. The extension can automatically check your 
privacy settings across specific Web sites, including 
Facebook and Google. It then displays and explains 
your settings, giving you the opportunity to manage 
them directly.
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http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp
http://www.privacychoice.org/companies/all
https://www.privacyfix.com/start
http://www.cnet.com/firefox-3/


How to have Personal Information 
Removed or Redacted 
• Major effort, very fragmented, few legal protections

• https://www.privacyrights.org/online-information-
brokers-list (has list of 254 Data Brokers where you 
can have information removed)

• http://www.reputation.com/online-internet-privacy-
software ($99/year for basic plan)

• Abine, which also makes the free anti-cookie software 
Taco, sells an à la carte service called DeleteMe for 
removing specific pieces of content
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https://www.privacyrights.org/online-information-brokers-list
http://www.reputation.com/online-internet-privacy-software
http://www.abine.com/deleteme/services


Data brokers are 
not required to
allow opt-out



Electronic Freedom Foundation



International Spyware

• Italian spyware company relies on US Internet servers
• WASHINGTON — An Italian computer spyware firm, 

whose tools foreign governments allegedly have used to 
snoop on dissidents and journalists, relies heavily on the 
servers of US Internet companies, according to a new 
report.

• At least 20 percent of the servers used by clients of 
Hacking Team, based in Milan, are located in the United 
States, effectively making the companies that own those 
servers key nodes in a hidden global network of spyware 
servers, according to a report to be released by Citizen 
Lab, at the University of Toronto’s Munk School of Global 
Affairs.

By Ellen Nakashima and Ashkan Soltani | WASHINGTON POST   MARCH 04, 2014



Microsoft Document Inspector

• If you plan to share an electronic copy of a 
Microsoft Office document, it is a good idea 
to take the extra step of reviewing the 
document for hidden data or personal 
information that might be stored in the 
document itself or in the document 
properties (metadata).

• Free tool, downloadable
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/help/remove-hidden-
data-and-personal-information-from-office-documents-HA010037593.aspx

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/help/remove-hidden-


NAI Opt Out
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NAI Opt Out Results
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Privacy Fix
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ACLU Digital Privacy Risk Assessment



Massive Degree of Tracking Takes 
Place
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Future Tracking Techniques

• Advertisers and publishers developing 
technology called fingerprinting

• Identifies your computer by plugins and 
software you have installed, the size of the 
screen, the time zone, fonts and other features 
of any particular machine

• Electronic Frontier Foundation has found that 
94% of browsers that use Flash or Java – which 
enable key features in Internet browsing – had 
unique identities.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/adamtanner
/2013/06/17/the-web-cookie-is-dying-heres-
the-creepier-technology-that-comes-next/

http://www.forbes.com/sites/adamtanner

